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What will Project Freedom
do?

a variety of affordable and accessible accommodation with the

availability of extra-care for those who need it. 

a fully accessible and thriving Community & Cultural Arts Centre

Our vision is to enable the creation of a vibrant and sustainable LGBT+

community in central Leeds where LGBT+ people can live, work, and enjoy

life independently through:
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Meeting local need

In 2016, Leeds Community Foundation and Leeds City Council commissioned

a report to ‘map’ the needs of the LGBT+ community in the city. Two key

recommendations from this report were to address the need for an

‘inclusive LGBT+ community centre’ and ‘develop a LGBT+ housing project

that is multi-generational supporting the needs of older and younger LGBT+

people in Leeds’. The findings of the report were similar to other studies in

the UK and elsewhere of the heterogeneous nature of housing and social

care provision. Stonewall, in 2016, recommended that LGBT+ people’s

housing for older people needed to provide this care and support as this

was not being provided elsewhere.
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Background

Further research carried out in Leeds with existing LGBT+ organisations

between January and May 2018, and a local survey in August 2018,

confirmed the need for a specific organisation to be formed to follow up the

recommendations of the 2017 LGBT+ Mapping Project Report. Project

Freedom was launched in 2018 to develop a purpose-built community

of affordable housing with extra-care provision, known as Pride of Place

Living, and a community and cultural arts centre, known as Pride of Place.

Project Freedom formally established its constitution in February 2020 and a

website and social media presence was launched at Silver Pride in July

2020.

Which communities will be helped by
Project Freedom?

The primary communities will be the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Non-binary and

Transgender communities of Leeds and surrounding area. Our definition is

intended to be inclusive of those who consider themselves a part of the

LGBT+ community.



Project Freedom- Pride of Place

The LGBT+ community centre is planned to be a public space open to all;

in particular, to be a safe space for LGBT+ people, providing services and

facilities to the LGBT+ communities of all ages, genders, ethnicities,

disabilities and faiths. Most are anticipated to live in the Leeds and

surrounding district, but particular events may attract LGBT+ people from

elsewhere.
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Pride of Place Living and Pride of Place have separate aims within

Project Freedom Full details of these aims can be found on the website

www.projectfreedomleeds.com

Aims 

http://projectfreedomleeds.com/
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The intention is to build in the city centre, and use a points-based system, to

prioritise according to the availability of accommodation and the needs of

applicants. In particular, we wish to ensure the accommodation is safe and

inclusive for marginalised groups within the LGBT+ communities, so a points

system will give extra weight, for example, to people from BAME

communities. LGBT+ people who face isolation in rural communities

surrounding Leeds may also attract additional points. We would not

anticipate accommodating residents from other large cities unless there

were a particular need to live in Leeds.

Project Freedom- Pride of Place Living 

The housing project is planned to primarily accommodate LGBT+ people

over 50 years old and in particular LGBT+ people with care needs. However,

we also wish to provide housing for a number of LGBT+ families and for

younger LGBT+ people at risk of homelessness. By creating purpose-built

multi-generational life-long housing we hope to create an environment that

will encourage intergenerational peer-support and thus increase safety and

reduce loneliness and isolation.



What support is available? 

Pride of Place Living has received a £10,000 grant from the Community Led

Homes Start-Up Support programme to further develop it as a community

housing organisation with an established legal status by March 2021. We are

currently seeking partnerships with local housing associations and Leeds

City Council to help develop and secure funding for the scheme, as well as

passionate LGBT+ individuals to get involved with Project Freedom.

Supported by:

Project Freedom:

1. Structure 

Project Freedom has a Constitution, adopted in February 2020, and is

working towards an appropriate legal structure which encompasses Project

Freedom as the parent company with Pride of Place Living and Pride of

Place established as separate organisations and legal entities.
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3. Organisation 

 We have a Chair (Susan Phillips), a Treasurer (Jane Stageman) and a 

 Secretary (Karen Lewis). A quorate meeting requires 5 members of the

group to be in attendance. The Committee and the two sub-groups meet

monthly to ensure progress, and these terms of reference are reviewed on

a 6-monthly basis.

The other current members of the Project Freedom committee are Avril

Sanderson, Carmel Burns-Wildman, Craig Burton, Naomi Lawes and Yvette

Lewis and one un-named here.

These Terms of Reference were agreed by Project Freedom committee

on 1st July 2020.

2. Membership 

There are currently 9 members of the Project Freedom Committee. All

members are involved in Pride of Place Living Sub-Group and some are also

in Pride of Place Sub-Group. We are actively seeking additional co-opted

members who wish to be active in one or both Sub-groups and also

Supporter members who support the aims of Project Freedom and help

spread the word.


